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We are talking about the improvement of well-known techniques in a combined
approach of quick, targeted and risk-free actions for the patient.
It is our belief that the new frontier of aesthetic medicine is the synergy between the interventions. Indeed,
more tools that are available to professional physicians can enhance one another and provide extraordinary
results in a short time. Furthermore , this is definitely what our patients demand : an effective, targeted
action with clearly natural results. Therefore it is important to know and apply qualified procedures for face
rejuvenation and renewal of the body’s tissues . With the present approach of Encanced Biostimulation it is
possible to treat the young skin with a view to preventing photo-and chrono-aging . But also the damaged
skin can be treated by gradually improving skin imperfections related to wrinkles or cutaneous laxity. For
its realization we use a synergic system between biostimulant peels(SkinPeel®) and solutions based on
fragments of hyaluronic acid and amino acids (Skin®). We have selected SkinPeel® - line, for it is
composed of medical devices based on acid substances that are normally used as superficial – medium
chemical peels, with the addition of sodium hyaluronate and free amino acids of right-handed type , and
sodium carbonate buffer, which allow the achievement of a biostimulating and dermoregulatory effect to
the level of dermis and subcutaneous tissue. Exfoliation of epidermal layer and increased permeation of the
intercellular junctions allow a higher penetration of hyaluronic acid and free amino acids, so as to consent
percutaneous biostimulation , comparable to that realized via mesotherapy. Accordingly you grant
biostimulation aimed at counteracting skin aging ; the regular epidermal replacement results from the
neoformation of the structural components and needs physiological fibroblast stimulation, in the
regenerative rather than the reparative sense. Some examples: for the treatment of young skin with no signs
of time, but with imperfections, such as dilated pores and hyperseborrhea, we prefer the synergy between
SkinPeel M ® ( biostimulant 55% mandelic acid) and the biostimulating action of Skin B®. The former is
also helpful in the treatment of mild photoaging and in the prevention and treatment of fine wrinkles. Its
application is effective, as well, in the co-treatment of acne, seborrheic skin and rosacea. The latter, instead,
is capable of activating the CD 44 fibroblasts thanks to the presence of fragments of hyaluronic acid (20-30
monomers) and it supplies, in the surrounding area, the principles that are necessary to the cell for the upbuilding of collagen, elastin and glycosaminoglycans aimed at the biological optimization of skin condition.
Moreover, buffering of acidity of the matrix maintains the sol state of the colloidal solution by enabling
metabolic exchanges. In our experience we have seen that, within 4 weeks, the skin appears more compact,
shows a homogeneous complexion and is elastic and glowing. The recommended protocol is the following:
1st week: Skin Peel M® + Skin B®; 2nd week: Skin Peel M®; 3rd week: Skin B®; 4th week: Skin Peel M®
+ Skin B®. If the loss of skin tone is correlated to loss of muscle tone in the malar region of the face, or in
the décolleté area, the enhanced biostimulation includes a session of SkinPeel G® ( biostimulant 70%
Glycolic) every 4 weeks, combined with the use of intradermal Skin R® in order to biorestore skin tone and
in the remaining weeks intramuscular Skin Colin® in order to reestablish tone of zygomatic (face) muscle or
of large pectoral muscle. The action of Skin Peel G® prepares the skin, by reason of its exfoliating and
biostimulating properties, for the restructuring action of Skin R®, that counters skin laxity thanks to the
formation of new tensive fibrous tissue. Intramuscular Skin Colin® , administered perpendicularly to the
skin surface (needle 30G x 13 mm) completes the anti-gravity action. To be repeated at least 3 times: 1st
week: Skin Peel G®, 2nd week: intradermal Skin R®, 3rd week intramuscular Skin Colin®; 4th week: Skin
Peel G®. that is, in short, an approach made by efficacious ,refined and natural aesthetic medicine for
increasingly demanding patients.

